
VAN LEEUWEN®

EVACUATION CHAIR
STANDARDPLUS MODEL
Indispensable for transporting people down the stairs!

Fire or Smoke Alarm

Power Failure

Bomb Alert

Lift Failure

Needs one operator only

Ready for use in a few seconds

Does not block the stairways

You decide how quickly to descend

Makes the evacuation flow

Fits into every evacuation plan



VAN LEEUWEN®

EVACUATION CHAIR
STANDARDPLUS MODEL

The chair for optimal evacuation!
You can be proud of your organisation! Motivated staff, state of the art computer systems and an insurance package 
that covers virtually ever risk. You comply with European Directives and have an excellent evacuation plan.  
But then, the unexpected happens! A disaster occurs... the building must be evacuated and the lift no longer works!

In buildings, more than 10% of people present are a potential risk when it comes to an emergency. People 
who suffer with heart conditions, lung problems, blindness, deafness, mental illness, fragility, infirmity, 
temporary disability (e.g. sporting injuries, pregnancy) and of course, the physically disabled.

The van Leeuwen® StandardPLUS Model evacuation chair has been especially designed with a high 
supportive back rest. This provides more comfort for the person being transported down the stairs to 
safety and prevents unnecessary back injuries. The van Leeuwen® StandardPLUS Model evacuation 
chair is green and white, conforming to the international emergency exit signs.

We have been working within the international market for many years and have gained 
invaluable knowledge on effective evacuation. We offer demonstrations and together with 
our customers, we make a building analysis, giving advice on optimal evacuation.
We recommend that the evacuation chair is placed within the direct vicinity of the employee
that could be a potential risk and should also be located on each level of your building.
We also offer training and maintenance, as an additional service.

Technical 
Specifications

Weight
11.2 kg

Maximum Load
136 kg

Dimensions
(Folded)

Height 110 cm
Width 53 cm
Depth 21 cm

Accessories
Dust cover

Padded wooden seat
Signage DIN67510

The unique glide/brake system
guarantees secure and comfor-

table transport down stairs 
made of different materials, 

from wood to concrete.

The StandardPLUS Model has
been especially designed with a

high supportive back rest.

The unfolded kickstand, with
wheels, enables horizontal 

transport.  

VL-SM04/04GB

Head Office: 
Sittarderweg 154, 6162 CM, Heerlen, The Netherlands
Tele: 0031 (0)45 5280689
Fax: 0031 (0)45 5611082

info@vanleeuwencompanies.com
www.vanleeuwencompanies.com

Van Leeuwen Companies reserve 
the right to modify the technical 

and optical specifications.



VAN LEEUWEN®

EVACUATION CHAIR
COMFORT MODEL
Indispensable for transporting people down the stairs!

Fire or Smoke Alarm

Power Failure

Bomb Alert

Lift Failure

Needs one operator only

Ready for use in a few seconds

Does not block the stairways

You decide how quickly to descend

Makes the evacuation flow

Fits into every evacuation plan



VAN LEEUWEN®

EVACUATION CHAIR
COMFORT MODEL

The chair for optimal evacuation!
You have, without question, a good evacuation plan.  But then the unexpected happens!  A disaster occurs… then you must get 
people to safety! In office buildings more than 10% of people present are a potential risk when it comes to an emergency.
Here we are referring to, amongst others, people with heart or lung problems, pregnant women, disabled, people with 
injuries and older people. In Healthcare, the uncertainty is even higher.   

The Comfort Model van Leeuwen® Evacuation Chair has been designed with arm rests, a foot rest and a supportive 
back rest to make evacuation more comfortable for the person being transported down the stairs to safety.
For optimal evacuation within your organisation, we recommend that the evacuation chair should be placed 
within the direct vicinity of your employee that may be a potential risk and should also be located on each level 
of your building.

The colour of the van Leeuwen® Evacuation Chair Comfort Model is green and white, conforming to the 
international emergency exit signs.

We have been working within the international market for many years and have gained a lot of 
experience, giving good advice to specific sectors of business.  Together with our customers, we make 
an on-site building analysis, taking into consideration the most effective places to position the chairs, 
enabling quick and efficient evacuation.

Technical
Specifications

Weight
12.2 kg

Load
Maximum 136 kg

Dimensions (Folded)
Height 116 cm

Width 57 cm
Depth 21 cm

Accessories
Dust cover

Luminous info board and picto-
gram DIN67510

Padded wooden seat

The unique glide/brake
system guarantees secure
and comfortable transport

down stairs made of 
different materials, from

wood to concrete.

The Comfort Model has been
especially designed to 

promote a safer feeling whilst
seated in the chair.

Highlights: foot rest, arm rests,
comfortable back rest.

The unfolded kickstand, with
wheels, enables horizontal

transport. 

Each van Leeuwen®

Evacuation Chair 
Comfort Model is equipped
with wall hooks which are

easy to attach, so it is ready
to use within a few seconds.
A stand-alone option is also

available.

Head Office: 
Sittarderweg 154, 6162 CM, Heerlen, The Netherlands
Tele: 0031 (0)45 5280689
Fax: 0031 (0)45 5611082

info@vanleeuwencompanies.nl
www.vanleeuwencompanies.com

Van Leeuwen Companies reserve 
the right to modify the technical 

and optical specifications.
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